Rochester roots a key to CPL’s
success and expansion

R

ochester, NY has a rich history of innovation and
entrepreneurial spirit. And unlike many regions, we
have bounced back from the downsizing of our giants
from days gone by (Kodak, Xerox and B+L). We’ve retained
and even grown our intellectual capital, one of the many
reasons that CPL has thrived and realized great success.
The variety of industry and promise of potential in Rochester
has allowed Clark Patterson Lee to steadily grow since our
founding in 1975, opening 12 more east coast locations and
employing some 125 professionals in Rochester. We service
local municipalities, healthcare and technology clients, K-12,
higher education, and more.

“The Rochester–Finger Lakes region has proven
to be a fertile and supportive place from which
to grow our firm. Being headquartered here has
provided many advantages including faithful
clients, unmatched resources, an outstanding
talent pool and an excellent quality of life for our
team.” Todd Liebert, CEO

As a full-service design firm, we provide engineering,
architectural, design, and planning services to the cities and
towns in which we live and work. We’re passionate about
building better communities, because these improvements
have a positive impact on our employees, clients and
neighbors alike.
As such, we’ve witnessed the great changes in our area,
like improving our schools to directly benefit our youth and
our futures, investing in state-of-the-art healthcare while
challenging ourselves to excel to the next level of care, and
planning for future growth through smart, sustainable design
practices. Many of the markets and clients that we serve are
difference makers. The finished projects, be they striking
vertical structures, safer pedestrian corridors or statement
masterplans, make meaningful impacts on lives and regions.
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One ongoing potential game changer is
the STAMP project near Batavia, NY which
is anticipated to bring 9,000 on-site jobs
to otherwise rural towns on the outskirts
of Rochester. The 1,250-acre Science,
Technology, & Advanced Manufacturing Park
(STAMP) is targeting semiconductor and
nanotechnology businesses for development.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE
INFO ON THIS PROJECT!
The new $260 million, 330,000sq. ft. SandsConstellation Center for Critical Care addition for the
Rochester Regional Health System will raise the bar
for our region when completed in 2020. The sevenstory renovation includes a 20-room operating
suite, a state of the art labor and delivery suite, and
108 acute care rooms. Renovations in the facility of
85,000 Sf are planned to complete in 2022.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE
INFO ON THIS PROJECT!
And the $57 million Monroe County Seneca
Park Zoo expansion will improve upon an
already popular local destination, adding an
Animals of the Savanna exhibit, improving
habitats for animals, adding a tram from the
front of the Zoo to the back, and building a
brand-new Trailside Cafe.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE
INFO ON THIS PROJECT!
The Rochester and Finger Lakes region also
boasts access to extraordinary higher education,
including U of R, RIT, St. John Fisher College, Cornell
University, and renowned community colleges
like MCC, FLCC and GCC. Rochester businesses
instantly reap these proximity rewards, grabbing
talent fresh out of school. At CPL, we employ 27
interns a year solely in our Rochester office. Many of
those interns will eventually join our team full-time,
and hopefully grow with the company into the future.
CPL found its beginnings here in Rochester with
a handful of people and a dream. Now, we employ
more than 330 staff across four states and 13 offices.
with many passing through and even relocating to
our Rochester headquarters.
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